If you are a gaming lab and will be testing Tribal Lottery Systems, you must be placed on the list of Gaming Testing Labs approved to test TLS.

In compliance of Appendix X Section 10.1 State and Tribal Compact

In order to be placed on that list, you must be approved by the Commission. To be approved you must:

1) Be licensed by the Washington State Gambling Commission as a Service Supplier; and
2) Demonstrate competency and qualification to conduct scientific test and evaluations of gaming systems.

To demonstrate scientific competency and qualification, you must:

1) Develop and submit test scripts to the Commission’s Electronic Gambling Lab (EGL) for the testing of Appendix X System & related components; and
2) Provide a sample of approval/certification documentation to EGL (Properly Identifying components); Using
   a. Software verification and/or hardware verifications; and
3) Provide proof to EGL of having tested other electronic gambling equipment; and
4) Provide proof to EGL that you possess electronic verification equipment and/or Software.

Current Approved Labs
GAMING LABORATORIES INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Eclipse (Nick Farley & Associates)
BMM Test Labs